:: approved electives

Spring 2017 Courses

AAS 392 / ENG 392 (LA)
HUMANITIES
Topics in African American Literature - Fictions of Black Urban Life

ANT 228 / ENV 228 / URB 228 (SA)
SOCIAL SCIENCE/HUMANITIES
Urban Ecologies

AAS 392 / ENG 392 (LA)
HUMANITIES
Topics in African American Literature - Fictions of Black Urban Life

ARC 321 / ART 329 / AFS 300
HUMANITIES
Landscapes of Development

ARC 492 / URB 492 / ENV
SCIENCE/HUMANITIES
Topics in the Formal Analysis of the Urban Structure - Environmental Challenges of Urban Sprawl

ART 250 / ARC 250 / ENV 250 (LA)
HUMANITIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE
Architecture, Globalization, and the Environment

ART 466 / SPA 466 / ARC 466 / URB 466 (LA)
HUMANITIES
Havana's Architecture: Recent Past and Possible Features

CEE 262A / ARC 262A / EGR 262A / URB 262A / ART 262 (LA)
ENGINEERING/SCIENCE/HUMANITIES
Structures and the Urban Environment
CEE 262B / ARC 262B / EGR 262B / URB 262B (STL)
ENGINEERING/SCIENCE/HUMANITIES
Structures and the Urban Environment

CEE 311 / CHM 311 / GEO 311 / ENE 311
SCIENCE
Global Air Pollution

CEE 475
SCIENCE/HUMANITIES
Cities in the 21st century: The Nexus of the Climate, Water and Energy

DAN 322 / AAS 312 (LA)
HUMANITIES
Special Topics In Urban Dance - Improvisational Approaches to Hip-Hop Practices

ECO 382 (SA)
HUMANITIES
Urban Economics

EEB 410 (SA)
HUMANITIES
Sustainable Development in Practice
Prerequisites and Restrictions: EEB 321. Open to students enrolled in the field semester in Kenya.

ENG 386 / ENV 386 (LA)
HUMANITIES/SCIENCE
Literature and Environment

GEO 360 (STL)
SCIENCE/HUMANITIES
Geochemistry of the Human Environment

MUS 264 (LA)
HUMANITIES
Urban Blues and the Golden Age of Rock
SOC 302 (SA)
SOCIAL SCIENCE/HUMANITIES
Sociological Theory

SPA 360 / AAS 361 / AMS 375 / LAO 360 (EM)
HUMANITIES
Urban Diversity and Segregation in the Americas
ENROLLMENT BY APPLICATION OR INTERVIEW. DEPARTMENTAL PERMISSION REQUIRED.

URB 201 / WWS 201 / SOC 203 / ARC 207 (SA)
HUMANITIES
Introduction to Urban Studies